Empower YOUR Edge
Hyperlocal to Hyperscale Data Center Solutions

As a pioneer in defining and building Edge data centers for our customers around the globe, EdgeConneX can rapidly build and operate data center solutions ranging from 100kW to 100MW, exactly where your business needs an Edge.

The Customer’s Edge
We work with businesses around the globe to define, build, and deliver data center capacity that brings the Edge to our customers and our customers to the Edge — where they need it, when they need it, in the configurations they demand, to optimize the global delivery and access to content, cloud, networks, applications, and higher volumes and velocity of data.

Any Size Data Center, Anywhere in the World, Fast
- Need 2MW of capacity fast, in a new Edge market that is proximate to your primary customers? We can build it for you!
- Need a mesh of 100kW data centers spread across a metro to support ultra-low latency requirements? We can build it for you!
- Need a 40MW hyperscale facility rapidly built to order in a core market to augment existing computing? We can build it for you!
- No matter the market, no matter the size, no matter the number of data centers that you need: We can build it for you!

24/7 Visibility Into Your Data Center Deployments
EdgeOS™, our patent-pending Data Center Information Manager (DCIM) solution, allows customers to manage services, assets, and support across all EdgeConneX data centers from a single web portal. EdgeOS offers visibility, notifications, ticketing, reporting, and more, all while monitoring over 1 million data points every 100ms.

Bringing Service Providers Closer to Their Customers
In partnership with cloud on-ramp providers like Megaport, PacketFabric, NetFoundry, and Telia deployed across our Edge Data Center Portfolio, EdgeConneX is committed to bringing on-demand private cloud access to the Edge. In addition, EdgeConneX has native cloud on-ramps like AWS Direct Connect, Azure ExpressRoute, Google Cloud Interconnect, and Oracle FastConnect available in select EdgeConneX markets, to help businesses optimize performance at the edge of the Internet.
Looking for an Edge data center that’s not on our map? We can build one—where, when, and how you need it.
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To schedule a walk-through, call us today: 1.866.304.3217 or email: info@edgeconnex.com